
 

 

 

Emergent Strategy: 
 

Decision Making Under Uncertainties with LEGO SERIOUS PLAY 
 
 
As the business world becomes more and more interconnected, organizations operate in a constant 

period of uncertainty, fueled by factors such as globalization, worldwide economic challenges, 

technology, geopolitics and climate change, to name but a few. 

  

Employees often look to leaders to provide clarity and directions for their day to day operations, 

many organizations and indeed leaders and managers are struggling to align their organizational 

goals in what is increasingly being referred to as the VUCA 

(Volatility/Uncertainty/Complexity/Ambiguity) nature of today’s global business environment.  

 

In the workshop, participants will have the opportunity to experience the LEGO SERIOUS PLAY 

real-time strategy for enterprise method to understand Henry Mintzberg’s Emergent Strategy and 

how using this method can help their team to make more agile, quicker and better decisions and 

innovation in the future. 

 

▪ Improve decision making under VUCA environment  

▪ Empower employees to make conscientious decisions and take actions  

 

LEGO SERIOUS PLAY METHODOLOGY  

(https://youtu.be/CZj_9yK_oMM) – A short video to see LEGO SERIOUS PLAY in action 

The LEGO®  SERIOUS PLAY®  Method is a facilitated meeting, communication and problem-solving 

process in which participants are led through a series of questions, probing deeper and deeper into 

the subject. 

 

The LEGO®  SERIOUS PLAY®  Method is a technique which improves group problem solving. By 

utilizing visual, auditory and kinesthetic skills, the method requires participants to learn and listen, 

and it provides all participants with a voice.  

 

By using the LEGO®  SERIOUS PLAY®  materials and methodology you will explore the 

relationships and connections between people and their world, observe the dynamics both internal 

and external, explore various hypothetical scenarios, and gain awareness of the possibilities. 

 

 
Target: 

Leaders and Managers who lead teams 

 

Syllabus: 

Strategy Emergent & Deliberate: When, where and why 

▪ Deliberate strategy: Approach, process and case studies 

▪ Pros & Cons of deploying only 1 strategy 

▪ VUCA environment & Emergent Strategy 

https://youtu.be/CZj_9yK_oMM


 

 

Emergent Strategy: Principles Driven Decision Making in Uncertainty  

▪ Rules vs. Principles in modern strategy  

▪ Past Emergent and Future Emergent 

▪ Creating Emergent Strategy from Emergent Events Decision Points 

 

Real-Time Strategy (Practical Session with LEGO SERIOUS PLAY) 

▪ Understanding the Landscape of the environment 

▪ External Agents and Internal Agents 

▪ System connection in the landscapes 

▪ Playing Emergent and Extracting Guiding Principle 

 

Developing an Emergent Strategy in your team 

▪ How to create a shared Strategy 

▪ Empowerment: When to be directive/autonomous 

▪ Action planning and coaching 

 
About RDI Worldwide: 

RDI is the only result-driven HR consultancy that delivers seminars and workshops to improve 

organizational effectiveness and improve employee’s performance. RDI provides organizational level 

strategic and cultural alignment workshops, team building interventions, employee leadership, 

business effectiveness, learning and development coaching and seminars.   

 

Facilitator: 

Eric Wan is the Principal Consultant of RDI Worldwide, leading a team of multinational experts 

specialized in Strategic planning, employee experiences design, leadership development to 

enhance organizational performance. 

Enthusiastic about the latest in technology, popular culture and human, Eric is always looking for 

innovative ways to bring value to organization, human interaction and communities.  

 

What Business Leaders are saying about Eric’s Seminar:  

"I enjoyed the workshop session which was very well facilitated by Eric. Great to consider new 

approaches to staff communication and have the opportunity to discuss the issue with peers." 

"Thank you for such a wonderful session, let me say it was definitely worthwhile" 

"It was very insightful and good food for thought, much appreciated" 

 

 

Date & Time:  Wednesday, September 18th, 2019 (14:00 – 17:00, 3 hours) 

Location:  KGCCI Conference Room (7th Floor) 

Language:  English 

Participation fee: KRW 250,000 + 10 % VAT 


